APPLICATION

HONORS MACRO THEORY (ECON2204)

NAME__________________________________________________________
EAGLE NUMBER_________________ EMAIL___________________________
SCHOOL_________________________ CLASS___________________________

Honors Theory students must have completed or places out of both principles courses by the end of the semester. If you are taking them now, please fill in IP for “in progress” and provide your instructor’s name.

ECON1131 grade_________ Instructor_______________________________
ECON1132 grade_________ Instructor_______________________________
ECON1101 grade_________ Instructor_______________________________
AP-Micro score (if applicable)________________________
Summer micro principles course grade (if not taken at BC)___________
Transfer micro principles grade (if not taken at BC)_________________

MATH1000 (Calculus I) is a prerequisite for Honors Theory. MATH2202 (Multivariable Calculus) is strongly recommended. Please provide grades and/or scores for all of the following that apply to you. Use IP for “in progress” and report your midterm exam grade.

MATH 1100_________ MATH 1101_______________________________
MATH 1102_________ MATH 1103 OR MATH 1105______________
MATH2202_____________
(circle the relevant course)

Calculus AP scores (if applicable)

AB AP score ____________________  BC AP score__________________

Math Summer school course title (if applicable)____________________
Grade______

Transfer math course title (if applicable) _______________________
Grade ______

If you have taken Statistics, please complete the following. Use IP for “in progress” and provide your midterm exam grade.

ECON 1151 grade _______________ Instructor _______________________

Transfer statistics course grade (if applicable) _________________

AP credit _____________________

If you have taken Micro Theory, ECON2201, please complete the following. Use IP for “in progress” and report your midterm exam grade.

ECON2201 grade ________________

Transfer Micro Theory grade ______________

Return the completed form to:
Gretchen Rowley
Maloney Hall, 319
rowleygr@bc.edu

Deadline: November 15, 2019